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Meta data

It’s everywhere… 
Descriptive (title, abstract, author, keywords) 
Structural (data containers, page order) 
Administrative (date created, changed, access)
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Meta data
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Meta data
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Plain Text
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Plain Text and CSV

PAReverb_ipt
NRuns 4
_refRoomSizes 12 128 256 512
_firstSeps 20 64 128 256
_iStepsUp 4 16 24 48
_iStepsDown 4 16 24 48
_fStepsUp 2 4 8 16
_fStepsDown 2 4 8 16
NDown 3
NUp 2
paradigm 3d2u
NPTrials 4
NTurnPoints 6
catname christoscat
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XML and JSON
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Meta data

Aufbau
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The issue of combining data and meta data
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HDF5
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HDF5
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Meta data
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Standard MINC Variable Names[edit] 
• image - The image variable is of class group. It is the variable which actually contains image data in a 

MINC file, so it is defined using whatever type and dimensions are required to represent the image. By 
convention, MINC considers the first spatial dimension of the image variable to be the 'slice' dimension, 
and any other spatial dimensions are considered to be 'image' dimensions. The image variable is the 
only variable whose presence in a MINC file is mandatory.

• image-min - The image-min variable is of class var-attribute. If per-slice scaling of the image data is 
enabled, this variable must contain 64-bit floating-point data which provides the lowest value of the real 
range for each slice. The dimensionality of either the image-min or the image-max variable corresponds 
to the first one or two dimensions of the image variable. For example, in an fMRI dataset with a 
dimension ordering of time, zspace, yspace, xspace, the image-min variable may be a 2D array with 
dimensions time and zspace. It is acceptable for the image-min to have lower dimensionality. For 
example, the variable could be a 1D array array along the time dimension, or it may be a scalar to 
specify a global minimum real value.

• image-max - The image-max is the counterpart to the image-min variable, except that it contains the 
maximum value of the real data range for each data slice.

• study - This variable is of class group. It contains no useful data, but serves only to group those 
attributes which contain information about the study of which this image is a part. Since the variable 
contains no data, the type is irrelevant.

• patient - Like the study variable, this variable is of class group and contains no data. It serves to group 
the attributes which specify the identification and characteristics of the patient.

• acquisition - The acquisition variable is of class group. Like the study and patient variables, the 
acquisition variable never contains useful data, but serves only to group those attributes which contain 
information about the image acquisition parameters, modality, etc.
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Example MINC format (H5)
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Anonymising
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Anonymising
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- experiment (tables.Group), title = experimentName_Nr # node for one experiment
_v_attrs (tables.AttributesSet)      # this is the metadata for the experiment

- start_time (str)
- end_time (str)
- computer (str)
- experimenter (str)
- status (str)
- Global_setting (str, all global parameters)
- experiment_setting (str, parameters in model.setting)
- device_setting (str, parameters in device.setting)

...

**trial_0000 (tables.Group), title = trial_0000**
_v_attrs (tables.AttributesSet)    # this is the metadata for the trial

- trial related settings
- start_time
- end_time

| event_log (tables.Table)
| trial_log (tables.Table)
| data_00         (tables.EArray)
| data_01         (tables.EArray)

Our own solution, based on HDF5
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Takehome

- metadata is necessary to structure and document your research data 
- you are already using it everyday 
- use industry standard file formats, but a lab book will do in a pinch 
- force the entry (otherwise no one will do it) 
- but make most of it automatic (otherwise no one will do it)



Thanks


